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Welcome to STIHL Inc.
Virginia Beach, Virginia 

2100 Employees
1 Million Square Feet
150 Acres

A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are 
built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.

BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ
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BG 86 
HANDHELD BLOWER

$24995
NES-SRP

BG 50 
HANDHELD BLOWER

$13995
NES-SRP

SH 86 C-E 
SHREDDER VAC/BLOWER

$28995
NES-SRP

HANDHELD BLOWERS/
SHREDDER VACS NES-SRP

BG 66 L Low Noise $229.95 

BG 86 C-E Easy2Start™ $279.95

SH 56 C-E Easy2Start™ $199.95

The BG 86 has earned the title of our 
most powerful gasoline-powered 
dedicated handheld blower, designed 
for landscaping professionals.

A perfect choice for homeowners seeking premium 
STIHL quality, the BG 50 boasts the highest 
power-to-weight ratio in the STIHL gasoline-powered 
handheld lineup.  

The professional SH 86 C-E easily 
converts from a shredder vac into a  
handheld blower and features  
STIHL Easy2Start™ technology.

A fuel-efficient backpack blower  
that delivers professional-grade  
performance.

SAVE $30* 
BG 56 C-E

$15995
HANDHELD BLOWER

The BG 56 C-E is easy to use, features a simplified starting system 
and its high-performance engine makes quick work of leaves. *Offer valid through 11/30/20 at participating dealers 

while supplies last.

WAS $189.95 NES-SRP

BR 700 
BACKPACK BLOWER

$55995
NES-SRP

BACKPACK BLOWERS NES-SRP

BR 200 $289.95

BR 430 $399.95

BR 450 $459.95

BR 450 C-EF Electric Start $559.95

BR 500 Low Noise $489.95

BR 700 X $549.95

BR 800 X MAGNUM® $599.95

BR 600 

BR 350 

BACKPACK BLOWER

BACKPACK BLOWER

$49995

$34995

NES-SRP

NES-SRP

An all-in-one backpack blower, the BR 600 combines power, fuel efficiency 
and durability.

This high-output blower is one of the most powerful blowers in our professional 
range while reducing bottom-line costs with its fuel-efficient engine. 

Our biggest, baddest and most powerful backpack blower.

BR 800 C-E
MAGNUM®

BACKPACK BLOWER

$64995
NES-SRP

GUTTER KIT 
BLOWER 
ATTACHMENT

$3599
NES-SRP

BACKPACK BLOWERSHANDHELD BLOWERS
BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡
BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ
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‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.
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A longstanding customer favorite, the MS 250 features 
an exceptional power-to-weight ratio to cut through small 
limbs and trees and tackle clearing or cleanup tasks.

16" bar†

MS 180

MS 171

CHAIN SAW

CHAIN SAW

$19995

$19995

NES-SRP

NES-SRP

This lightweight chain saw features excellent air filtration, 
enhanced engine cooling and redesigned engine shroud.

The lightweight and fuel-efficient MS 171 features reduced-emission 
engine technology, perfect for homeowners seeking a chain saw for 
pruning and lighter cutting.

MS 251  
WOOD BOSS® CHAIN SAW

$34995
NES-SRP

The MS 251 WOOD BOSS® is designed to deliver all the power with a 
comfortable and ergonomic design, perfect for felling small trees, 
pruning and thinning, and cutting firewood simply and efficiently.

MS 251 C-BE  MS 180 C-BE  
CHAIN SAWCHAIN SAW

$37995$24995
NES-SRPNES-SRP

18" bar†16" bar†

The MS 251 C-BE features all the comfort and ease of the MS 251 with 
the added feature of STIHL Easy2Start™, perfect for felling small trees, 
pruning and thinning, and cutting firewood.

The MS 180 C-BE features the same power and performance as 
the MS 180 along with the STIHL Easy2StartTM system for almost 
effortless starting.

†The actual listed guide bar length can vary from the effective cutting length based on which powerhead it is installed on.

*Offer valid through 11/30/20 at 
participating dealers while supplies last.

MS 170
CHAIN SAW

$17995
NES-SRP

16" bar†

14" bar†

18" bar†

Compact, lightweight and with just the right amount of power, the 
MS 170 is ideal for trimming or cutting small trees, fallen limbs and 
other tasks around the yard.

MS 250
CHAIN SAW

$29995*
18" bar†

WAS $359.95
NES-SRP

MS 181 C-BE
CHAIN SAW

$28995
NES-SRP

16" bar†

The lightweight and easy-to-use MS 181 C-BE features the STIHL 
Easy2StartTM system for almost effortless starting, great for 
woodcutting chores around the home.

MS 211
CHAIN SAW

$29995
NES-SRP

18" bar†

The MS 211 uses advanced technology in the form of a powerful 
low-emission, fuel-efficient engine and reduces engine maintenance 
with a professionally inspired pre-separation air filtration system. 

MS 291
CHAIN SAW

$45995
NES-SRP

18" bar†

The high-performance, fuel-efficient MS 291 chain saw features an 
advanced anti-vibration system to reduce operator fatigue – great for 
felling, firewood cutting and storm cleanup.

MS 261 
CHAIN SAW

$58995
NES-SRP

18" bar†

Designed for large-volume cutting, the MS 261 offers an optimized 
power-to-weight ratio, low emissions, high fuel efficiency and  
professional-grade performance.

CHAIN SAWS CHAIN SAWS

SAVE $60 

‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.
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‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.
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AMERICA
ƒ
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MS 271
FARM BOSS® CHAIN SAW

$40995
NES-SRP

18" bar†

A true powerhouse, the MS 271 FARM BOSS® takes charge when it 
comes time for felling, cutting firewood or storm cleanup, tackling 
cutting jobs with a low-emission, fuel-efficient engine.

MS 211 C-BE
CHAIN SAW

$33995
NES-SRP

18" bar†

The MS 211 C-BE takes all the low-emission and air filtration technology of 
the MS 211 but also features the STIHL Easy2Start™ system for fast and 
easy starts and our toolless Quick Chain Adjuster.
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FS 56 RC-E

FS 70 R

TRIMMER

TRIMMER

$19995

$26995

NES-SRP

A straight-sha¬  grass trimmer with a fuel-effi  cient 
engine and STIHL Easy2Start™.

FS 40 C-E 
TRIMMER

$16995
NES-SRP

MODEL NES-SRP

FSE 60 LOOP HANDLE – ELECTRIC $129.95

FS 50 C-E Easy2Start™ $199.95

FS 56 C-E BIKE HANDLE Easy2Start™ $239.95

FS 91 R LOOP HANDLE $329.95

FS 91 BIKE HANDLE $369.95

FS 94 R LOOP HANDLE $349.95

FS 111 RX LOOP HANDLE $379.95

FS 111 R LOOP HANDLE $399.95

FS 111 BIKE HANDLE $439.95

FS 131 R LOOP HANDLE $429.95

FS 131 BIKE HANDLE $469.95

FS 240 R LOOP HANDLE $629.95

FS 240 BIKE HANDLE $669.95

FS 311 BIKE HANDLE $639.95

Lightweight and reliable, the FS 40 C-E trimmer provides balanced operation and is equipped with STIHL Easy2Start™ for eff ortless starting.

66

TRIMMERS KOMBISYSTEM

NES-SRP

The FS 70 R features a powerful and fuel-effi  cient 
engine, making quick work of daily professional 
landscaping tasks.

AVAILABLE ATTACHMENTS: (SOLD SEPARATELY)

MINI-CULTIVATOR STRAIGHT
LAWN EDGER

145° ADJUSTABLE
POWER SCYTHE

BLOWER STIHL
PowerSweep™

BRISTLE 
BRUSH

STRAIGHT
SHAFT TRIMMER

CURVED SHAFT 
TRIMMER**

BED
REDEFINER*

145° ADJUSTABLE
HEDGE TRIMMER

BRUSHCUTTER W/4-
TOOTH GRASS BLADE

0° STRAIGHT 
HEDGE

TRIMMER

POLE 
PRUNER

CURVED LAWN 
EDGER

RECIPROCATOR*

KM 91 R KM 94 R KM 111 R KM 131 R
KOMBIMOTOR KOMBIMOTOR KOMBIMOTOR KOMBIMOTOR

$31995 $36995 $39995$29995
NES-SRP NES-SRP NES-SRPNES-SRP

KM 56 RC-E
KOMBIMOTOR

$19995
NES-SRP

Off ers simplifi ed 
starting with its 
semi-automatic 
choke lever.

*Not for use with KM 56 RC-E.  **Not for use with KM 131 R or KMA 130 R.

The professional
KM 94 R features
the innovative 
ECOSPEED
throttle set wheel.

The KM 111 R 
features a powerful, 
low-emission engine.

The most powerful
KombiMotor in the
STIHL range.

The versatile KM 56 RC-E
features a powerful and 
low-emission STIHL engine.

STIHL KombiSystem attachments are sourced domestically and internationally and may not be of U.S. origin.

BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡
BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡

**

** Built in the United States with domestic and 
foreign components. ‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.

‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built 
in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.
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HEDGE TRIMMERS POLE PRUNERS

HL 94 K (0°) 
EXTENDED-REACH  
HEDGE TRIMMER

$46995
NES-SRP

24" BLADE

MODEL NES-SRP BLADE LENGTH

HL 91 K (0º) $439.95 24"

HL 94 K (145º) $509.95 24"

HL 94 (145º) $549.95 24"

The HL 94 K (0°) features a fixed-angle blade and the 
STIHL exclusive ECOSPEED throttle set wheel for 
variable speed control, making it a must-have for pros.

20" BLADE

HL 56 K (0°) 
EXTENDED-REACH  
HEDGE TRIMMER

$35995
NES-SRP

The fixed-angle HL 56 K (0°) is ideally suited for 
homeowners and entry-level landscapers to trim 
hard-to-reach areas.

NES-SRP

24" BLADE

HEDGE TRIMMER

HEDGE TRIMMER

$36995

$39995

NES-SRP

HS 46 C-E

HS 56

22" BLADE

The HS 46 C-E is the lightest gasoline-powered hedge trimmer in the 
STIHL line and features STIHL Easy2Start™ technology which makes 
starting the trimmer nearly effortless.

The HS 56 hedge trimmer is the ideal balance of power and portability for 
professional users and comes with a blade tip guard that helps to keep 
blades sharper for longer.

The telescoping HT 131 pole pruner can 
reach up to 11’ 6” and comes standard 
with 1/4” STIHL PICCO™ Micro™ 3 
(PM3) saw chain.

HT 131
TELESCOPING POLE PRUNER

$65995
NES-SRP

12" bar†

†The actual listed guide bar length can vary from the effective cutting length 
based on which powerhead it is installed on.

MODEL NES-SRP Bar LENGTH

HT 56 C-E Easy2StartTM $359.95 10"†

HT 103 TELESCOPING 
POLE PRUNER 

$599.95 12"†

HT 132 POLE PRUNER $499.95 14"†

BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡
BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡

‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.

‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built 
in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.
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BATTERY TRIMMER
BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡

‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.

BATTERY BLOWER

The BGA 57 delivers powerful STIHL 
performance combined with great control 
and comfortable operation.

BGA 57
BATTERY BLOWER

$12995
NES-SRP

A lightweight and easy to use battery-powered trimmer –  
ideal for suburban yards. Batteries and chargers can be 
purchased separately or as a combined set with tool.

FSA 57
BATTERY TRIMMER

$12995
NES-SRP

BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡

‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts and components.

UNIT ONLY UNIT ONLY

Battery and charger (sourced internationally) sold separately. Battery and charger (sourced internationally) sold separately.

BATTERY BLOWER
BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ

‡
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  OUR HERITAGE
When company founder Andreas Stihl realized in the 1920’s that people were working in the 
woods and forests mainly using axes and muscle power, he became preoccupied with one 
thought: “There must be a way to make working in the forest easier.” The thought grew into 
an idea, and that idea spawned an invention.

In 1926, Stihl designed and built the first two-person electric chain saw. Its portability 
revolutionized the forestry industry. Since that first chain saw launched more than 90 years 
ago, the STIHL name has stood for outstanding innovations, high-quality products and 
comprehensive service. Today, STIHL is represented in more than 160 countries, and STIHL 
products make work easier all over the world in professional forestry and agriculture, in 
landscape maintenance, on construction sites, and for the discerning homeowner.

  OUR STORY
In the 1970’s, recognizing the U.S. was one of the largest markets in the world, the Stihl family 
decided to open a manufacturing facility in Virginia Beach, Va. The location’s close proximity 
to one of the country’s largest deep-water ports and its ready-to-work labor force made 
Virginia Beach the ideal location. In 1974, in a rented 20,000-square-foot facility, STIHL Inc. 
(then STIHL American) opened its doors with 50 employees assembling one model of chain 
saw. Today, 2,100 employees, working in over one million square feet of operating space, 
manufacture millions of powerheads a year on the sprawling 150-acre STIHL Inc. campus.

In our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility, skilled employees with the assistance of highly 
automated technology, work together to produce more than 80 models of STIHL equipment 
through vertically integrated processes and extensive quality assurance checks. These 
products are then distributed throughout the country through our 11 regional branches and 
distributors, sold through a network of more than 9,000 authorized local STIHL Dealers and 
exported to more than 90 countries around the world.

  OUR PHILOSOPHY
STIHL believes in the power of supporting its authorized local STIHL Dealers, who not 
only support their communties, they also provide customers with unparalleled purchasing 
experiences. That’s why STIHL products are only sold through authorized local STIHL 
Dealers, not big box stores. And with an ever-growing product lineup, STIHL continues to 
offer one of the broadest ranges of handheld gasoline, corded electric and battery products 
in the industry. Our philosophy has always been to build a quality product, sold by quality 
people. That’s why you won’t find STIHL in a big box store — you’ll find it on the trailers of 
professional landscapers, the back of fire and rescue trucks, in the hands of loggers, and in 
millions of consumers’ garages and sheds across the country.

This commitment to quality products, produced by quality people, sold by quality dealers 
explains why, since 2009, STIHL ranks as the number one selling brand of gasoline-powered 
handheld outdoor power equipment in America among consumers and professional 
landscapers.*

*“Number one selling brand” is based on syndicated Irwin Broh Research as well as independent consumer research of 2009-2019 U.S. sales 
and market share data for the gasoline-powered handheld outdoor power equipment category combined sales to consumers and commercial 
landscapers.‡A majority of STIHL gasoline-powered units sold in the United States are built in the United States from domestic and foreign parts 
and components.

BUILT IN 
AMERICA
ƒ
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